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sdl trados glue is an application that enables
you to work with a number html, sgml, xml, or
workbench rtf files at one time. imagine you
have to localize 150 small html files. lets
consider that after translation you need to
implement a global find or replace operation
on all these small files. if you handle each file
separately, you would have to open it in
tageditor tool and implement the global find or
replace action, save the file, close it, open the
next file, etc. but trados glue makes your task
easy and simple. this particular feature of
trados also allows combining numerous html,
sgml, xml or workbench rtf files into one file.
sdl trados synergy is a product that helps
project manage translation jobs. it takes
project file creation and management to the
next level. with sdl trados synergy you can
handle all your projects, languages, files, and
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deadlines in one centralized location. it gives
project managers with comprehensive visibility
of all components of a translation project
including the state of files and parts being
worked on by external contractors. plus,
quality assurance checker can now be used in
batch mode from within synergy. download
visual studio 2017,try out the c++ game
workload, and let us know what you think. for
problems, let us know via the report a problem
option in the upper right corner of the vs title
bar. track your feedback on the developer
community portal. for suggestions, let us know
through uservoice. we look forward to hearing
from you! as a side project, i'm working on a
sdl multiterm tutorial. i'm using this as an
opportunity to learn more about sdl, rbuild,
and trados/multiterm as well. the tutorial is
currently being developed in html and will be
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available soon. i would appreciate any
feedback on it. thanks!
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